We present the Sandia Advanced Personnel Locator Engine (SAPLE) web application, a directory search application for use by Sandia National Laboratories personnel. SAPLE's purpose is to return Sandia personnel "results" as a function of user search queries, with its mission to make it easier and faster to find people at Sandia. To accomplish this, SAPLE breaks from more traditional directory application approaches by aiming to return the correct set of results while placing minimal constraints on the user's query. Two key features form the core of SAPLE: advanced search query interpretation and inexact string matching. SAPLE's query interpretation permits the user to perform compound queries when typing into a single search field; where able, SAPLE infers the type of field that the user intends to search on based on the value of the search term. SAPLE's inexact string matching feature yields a high-quality ranking of personnel search results even when there are no exact matches to the user's query. This paper explores these two key features, describing in detail the architecture and operation of SAPLE. Finally, an extensive analysis on logged search query data taken from an 11-week sample period is presented.
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SAPLE's mission is to make it easier and faster to find people at Sandia. To accomplish this, SAPLE breaks from more traditional directory application approaches by aiming to return the correct set of results while placing very minimal constraints on a user's query. This mission, which is focused on the user experience, largely informs the requirements of SAPLE and drives many engineering and architectural decisions.
SAPLE's aim to make finding people at Sandia easier and faster results in some key differences versus traditional directory approaches. Most notably, legacy approaches enforce certain constraints on the user's query (and hence the user experience). For example, search queries must be in lastname, firstname format; the user must not omit a comma; spelling must be exact; search terms such as phone number or job title are not supported; compound queries are not supported; and so on.
Beyond concerns about the user experience, the primary drawbacks to legacy directory applications generally pertain to search quality concerns, i.e., retrieving correct results for the user:
• It may require the user several attempts to identify the person for whom they're searching;
• It may require a significant amount of the user's time to identify the correct person from a large, unranked list of results;
• Given what vague information a user knows about some individual in question, in may not be possible to find that person with traditional directory searches.
Existing legacy personnel directory approaches at Sandia have been generally effective in providing a nominal search capability, which is certainly improved in many ways over manual hardcopy directory-based methods. SAPLE, as shown in Figure 1 , represents a natural, next iteration for this capability, in much the same way as other information technology services at Sandia have also improved over time (for example, Techweb, Sandia's Intranet). In general, SAPLE is designed less like a legacy web tool, and more like a contemporary search engine such as Google. In particular, SAPLE uses advanced algorithms operating on an index, an internally constructed representation of raw personnel data, from which a ranked list of all applicable results (personnel) is computed and returned.
Emergence of Advanced Web Applications
In recent years, a number of factors have come together to motivate and enable the design and deployment of a search application like SAPLE.
• There is now a mature, generally robust infrastructure for developing and supporting contemporary web applications like SAPLE at Sandia. Corporate-maintained Middleware services such as Web Logic Server and Enterprise Database services such as SQL Server are central components of this infrastructure. Moreover, Sandia employs key personnel to maintain these resources, which allow application developers to spend more time focusing on their primary task, software engineering.
• High-level, mature, and widely adopted programming languages, such as the Java programming language, are now common and supported in corporate environments. These languages have improved over the course of 15 years, to include very important and enabling programming constructs, such as those required for multithreading (concurrent) programming. These languages (Java in particular) are well supported by the corporate server environments available at Sandia.
• SAPLE and other search engines require the use of advanced search algorithms to generate their internal indexes, search results, and associated ranking of output. These algorithms, many of which appear only in the recent literature from the past 15 years, enable increasingly sophisticated and relevant output from search engines.
• Sandia has placed great focus on hiring and retaining Computer Scientists, who are comfortable operating in environments which require knowledge in many areas. Beyond up-to-date software engineering using contemporary programming languages (such as Java) and recent best practices (unit testing, agile development methodologies), these individuals have experience with algorithm design, analysis, and optimization, and in many cases, experience with large-scale applications in high performance computing contexts.
• Increasingly, users are demanding richer and richer capabilities and user experiences.
Related Work
The use of computational methods for improving directory-based lookup services dates back to the 1980s [12] , while methods that help link related last names together for census purposes have been described in the early 1900s [7] . More sophisticated solutions have been developed over time and for varying purposes [14] . The record linkage problem [11] and the related duplicate record detection problem [4] are well studied, and pose challenges to domains as diverse as informational retrieval and databases [20] to biology [3] . The approximate string matching function in SAPLE is a composite of many algorithms found in the above references. Excellent surveys of direct relevance to SAPLE's approximate string matching task are provided [18] , [1] , and [10] .
String-Similarity Metrics
The basic principles of fuzzy string matching, also known as inexact or approximate string matching, have been known for some time (here, string refers to a series of one or more letters). For example, string-based similarity metrics are used in inexact text searching command-line utilities built into the Unix and Linux operating systems, most notably, agrep (for approximate grep [17] ).
As another prevalent example, the spell checker feature found on many modern day word processors is based primarily on the "string distance" metric, in which words "closest to" some unrecognized word are identified and presented to the user as suggested spellings for the misspelled word. This spell check capability dates back to research from the late 1970's; implementations of spell checkers first appeared on personal desktop computers in the early 1980s, becoming common later that decade.
Traditionally, spelling suggestions were determined by taking those words in a known dictionary with small Levenshtein distance values to the misspelled word. For example, "keybord" and "keyboard" have a very small Levenshtein distance (only one letter needs to be added to "keybord" in order to match "keyboard"), so "keyboard" would be suggested by the spell checker. Meanwhile, words in the dictionary with large Levenshtein distance to the misspelled word would not be included in the list of suggestions.
The Levenshtein distance is a canonical string-distance algorithm and is more commonly known as "edit distance." There are many variants of the basic edit distance algorithm; for example, different penalties can be applied for different types of transformations (insertions, deletions, and swaps) when trying to make a misspelled word match some known word. Other string-based similarity metrics are known; for example, longest common subsequence and longest common substring both return values that are indicative of string similarity. More esoteric approaches are also known, for example Smith-Waterman [3] , Jaro-Winkler [16] , and n-gram [15] metrics. For a survey of these and related string-based similarity metrics, see [2] .
Phonetic Algorithms
In addition to the string-based similarity metrics described above, so-called phonetic methods are also known. These methods consider not just the letters in the string, but also how the string is pronounced. Such phonetic-based approaches are used for many tasks today, for example, contemporary spell checking modules that utilize both string-based and phonetic-based similarity measures [8] .
One of the earliest examples of a rule-based phonetic method is the Soundex algorithm [9] , a crude method patented in the early 1900s and used by the United States Census during that time [7] . With this method, "procopio" and "persopio" both return an encoding of p621, and would be declared a phonetic match. A number of issues occur in practical use of Soundex leading to low-quality phonetic matching, and Soundex is therefore not in widespread use today.
More contemporary phonetic approaches include the Double Metaphone algorithm by Lawrence Philips [13] ; the operation is similar to Soundex, but uses a much larger encoding rule set and is generally considered more effective. Other methods, such as Phonix [5] [6] and the New York State Identification and Intelligence System (NYSIIS) phonetic code [14] are also known. An important hybrid algorithm that combines both distance-based and phonetic-based approaches is the Editex algorithm [19] . This algorithm is an extension of the Levenshtein (basic edit distance) algorithm, but phonetic similarity is considered when computing the cost of each transformation (substitution, swap, etc.) and the final similarity score (string distance) is thus a combination of both the transformations required and the letters involved.
Phonetic algorithms can be very powerful but suffer from being generally language specific. This is due to the various phonetic encodings and equivalences in such algorithms being tuned to the pronunciation of one particular language. Because sounds vary from language to language, it is very difficult to create a universal phonetic algorithm, and that is why many of the algorithms noted above have direct equivalents in different languages. Consider the double consonant sequence "ll." In Spanish-language names, this sequence is almost always pronounced like the English "y." In English, and even in other closely related Latin-derived languages such as Italian, it is pronounced as the consonant "l." Many other examples exist.
Certainly, it is possible to create or even modify an existing algorithm with this phonetic equivalence. However, if not done carefully, such an algorithm will do better for some names, but will negatively impact the search quality on others. Nonetheless, as shown in Table 6 , five out of the six most frequent name queries in SAPLE's search logs are for Spanish-language last names. This finding supports investing future effort on improving the phonetic-based search algorithms used in SAPLE to perform better for Spanish-language last names.
Examples of Approximate String Matching
Although somewhat rare in the early 2000s, examples of approximate string matching had become widespread by late that same decade. Most of the major websites which accept typed user queries as input use some form of approximate string matching. For example, as shown in Figure 3 , the websites Facebook.com, Google.com, and Amazon.com all have this capability built in. In each of these three examples, poor results would have been returned for the user's initial query on an "exact match" basis. Therefore, a query close to the initial query (in terms of edit distance or phonetic similarity) that returned good search results would instead be suggested; in these cases, the suggested query is actually used instead of the user's initial query. This same behavior-returning high-quality search results for the user's intended query-is found in these and many other major web sites found on the Internet (including eBay, Yahoo!, YouTube, Wikipedia, and so on). Figure 1 shows the home page for the SAPLE application, located at http://saple.sandia.gov. Figure 2 shows two screenshots of SAPLE in action. In the first, the search results for user query gensalis tech staff ipoc are given in Picture View. In the second, a roster listing for Organization 10501 is shown in List View, as returned by the user query 10501. 
Searching with SAPLE

Organization of the Paper
This paper is divided into two general sections; the first half introduces SAPLE, while the second half presents an analysis on the logged query data for an 11-week sample period. In Section 2, SAPLE's threetiered application architecture is presented in detail, as well as the structure of its internal indexes. In Section 3, SAPLE's methods for interpreting the user's query are examined. Section 4 presents SAPLE's internal search and ranking algorithms. SAPLE's web service, which permits external application developers to use SAPLE, is described in Section 5. An extensive analysis on logged query data is presented in Section 6. Finally, conclusions and areas for future work are given in Section 7. (a) Facebook.com screenshot showing approximate string matching; here, "sharron percopio" is correctly mapped to "sharon procopio." (b) Google.com screenshot showing approximate string matching; here, "james camrin" is correctly mapped to "james cameron." (c) Amazon.com screenshot showing approximate string matching. Here, the user query "nonparimetric statistical methods" is correctly mapped to "nonparametric statistical methods." Figure 3 : Screenshots for Facebook.com (a), Google.com (b), and Amazon.com (c) websites demonstrating use of approximate string matching. In all three cases, inexact (or fuzzy) string matching algorithms are used to determine more likely user queries, and the results for the predicted user query are instead returned. Instead of returning "zero results found," the correct set of results for the user's intended query is displayed.
Architecture and Implementation
SAPLE is based on a standard, three-tier web application architecture comprising a data layer, an application or business logic layer, and a presentation layer (Figure 4 ). The presentation layer is the part of the application that the user interacts with through their browser; in this layer, queries are submitted by the user, and results are displayed in response. The query is interpreted according to rules found in the application/logic layer; query interpretation is discussed in Section 3. Also in the application/logic layer, various search algorithms, described in Section 4, are used to compute the similarity of the user's query to each person in the personnel index. This personnel index (described below) is created from underlying personnel data by querying Sandia's personnel databases using stored procedures, all of which is done in the data layer. Finally, the scores are tabulated, sorted, and the ranked list of results is returned to the presentation layer for display to the user. This approach differs from the simpler architecture used by legacy directory applications. These simpler approaches-for example, Sandia's legacy directory application-do not contain a true application layer, as illustrated in Figure 5 . Instead, in the simpler legacy approach, user queries are formulaically translated into SQL query where clauses, and passed directly to the data layer as a database query. The raw results from the query (rows in the database selected by the where clause) are then returned to the user (in this case, with minimal processing). 
Personnel Index
The inclusion of an application layer enables most of the advanced functionality present in SAPLE. In particular, it is in this layer that the personnel index is created. This index is a condensed, optimized, in-memory representation of the information for all personnel searchable by SAPLE. Each entry in the index corresponds to one individual, and comprises standard attributes about them (location, phone number, etc.) as well as custom values computed from the standard attributes when the index is created.
In the application layer, the index is created by a call to a stored procedure exposed in the Microsoft SQL Server SAPLE database maintained by Sandia's Enterprise Database Administration team. The stored procedure contains a simple SQL SELECT statement, which for efficiency returns a subset of selected attributes (i.e., database columns or fields) for selected personnel (i.e., database rows or entries). The stored procedure retrieves records from an SQL Server view of the ePerson table. This view enables access to an exported subset of records and attributes retrieved from a larger, more comprehensive set of personnel records (namely, PeopleSoft).
The raw ePerson table (view) is quite large, containing 209,549 entries for the production ePerson export at last count. As noted above, for efficiency, the stored procedure only returns a subset of this information. In particular, the attributes chosen to return in the stored procedure's results include only those required by the SAPLE application itself (these appear in the SELECT statement).
Importantly, only a fraction of the actual entries in the ePerson table are returned. Currently, 21,706 entries of the 209,549 are returned (10%). This is because only active personnel (to include those personnel on leaves of absence) are included in SAPLE results; former employees including retirees are not included.
The actual SELECT statement used in SAPLE's stored procedure for retrieving personnel records is shown below:
SELECT SNL ID, SL OPERID, SL FIRST NAME, SL MIDDLE NAME, SL LAST NAME, SL NAME SUFFIX, SL NAME, SL NICKNAME, SL JOBTITLE ABBRV, SL MAILSTOP, SL FAX, SL CELL, SL AREA MSTR CD, SL SITE MSTR CD, SL STRUCT MSTR CD, SL ROOM MSTR CD, SL WORK PHONE, SL DEPTNAME ABBRV, SL JOBTITLE, SL JOB FAMILY, SL JOBFAMDES, SL PGRNM, SL URL, SL LOCATION ID, SL REL STATUS, SL REL NAME, SL REL SNAME, SL EMPL TYPE, SL EMAIL ADDR FROM extcopy.dbo.eperson WHERE ( (SL REL STATUS = 'A' OR SL REL STATUS = 'L')) ORDER BY SL NAME
Organization Index
SAPLE includes in its results certain organizational information, such as department name, homepage web URL, manager of record, and secretary of record. Because this information is not available in ePerson, a separate, smaller index is created, similar to the personnel index. This organization index is generated along with and in the same manner as the personnel index. It currently contains 1,085 rows. This information is generated by a stored procedure that creates an SQL join of the SL DEPT URL VW table with the SL ORGN table using a field common to both, the organization number. When generating results, entries in the organization index are referenced as needed, using the organization number as the lookup key. For example, when a user searches on "5527," the organization name, web address, manager, and secretary are retrieved from the organization index and displayed accordingly, followed by the staff in that organization (whose information in turn comes directly from the personnel index).
The SELECT statement used in the stored procedure to generate the organization index is shown below: 
Motivation for Indexing
The indexes are maintained in main memory (RAM) on the web application server, enabling the search algorithms to operate much faster than if the index were kept on disk. In fact, performance is the primary motivating factor of creating and maintaining a custom search index in RAM. In particular, the using an index prevents multiple repeated calls to the backend databases; not only is making such a call for each user query inefficient (resulting in increased latency), but such calls could become burdensome to the database servers handling the requests. With an index, only a single call to the databases is needed when the index is created or refreshed (which may happen several times per day).
Maximizing precomputation is a key component motivating creating and maintaining an internal index. The index permits as much as possible to be precomputed when the index is created (e.g., phonetic encodings of names), improving latency (response time) for use queries. This in turn enables certain search algorithms to operate very efficiently; because these algorithms can be computationally intensive, it is important that as much as possible be computed ahead of time during index creation.
For example, SAPLE uses phonetic (sound-based) search algorithms that can identify that "humfrey" sounds like "humphrey." To accomplish this, the phonetic encodings are computed; in this fictitious example, both could would be represented as "HMFR." Rather than re-compute the same phonetic encoding for each name in the index every time a search is done, this only needs to be done once, at index creation time. The only cost is a small amount of extra space, but this reduces search time (latency) for the end user vastly (e.g., by an order of magnitude). Not all algorithms are able to be optimized in this manner, but many are.
Additional details regarding SAPLE's search algorithms are presented in Section 4.
Creation of the Indexes
Creation of the personnel and organizational indexes happens in two ways. First, the indexes are created whenever the application is freshly deployed (i.e., when no index currently exists). The same behavior effectively happens when the corporate servers hosting SAPLE reboot, and the application effectively gets re-deployed.
SAPLE is also designed to refresh its index periodically throughout the day. The frequency of rebuilding the indexes can be easily controlled in the program source code. Currently, the indexes are set to refresh every four hours, with the intention being to pick up "live" changes to personnel data throughout the day. The frequency of the underlying ePerson data refresh is only once per day at present. Nonetheless, refreshing every four hours ensures that SAPLE "picks up" the nightly-refreshed ePerson data within a reasonable time window.
Actual creation of the two indexes takes approximately 15 seconds. Therefore, when SAPLE determines the indexes are over four hours old, it triggers a rebuild process in the background using Java-based multithreading/concurrent programming constructs. This monitoring check itself happens only upon a user query. While the new indexes are being refreshed in the background, current searches continue to be handled using the existing index. When the background index build process is complete, the old indexes are instantly replaced by the new ones, transparently to users, and SAPLE queries after this point will use the updated indexes. Table 1 shows a figurative excerpt from an index for four Sandia staff members. The first two columns, first name and last name, show actual attribute data (columns) from the underlying database tables. The last two columns show the phonetic representations of both the first and last name for each person, as computed by the Double Metaphone algorithm (see Section 4.1). Computation of these is time intensive, and only needs to be done once, ahead of time, during index creation. Now, consider a user's hypothetical query of Mickeal Percoppia. Before comparison, the phonetic encoding for each term in this query is computed-MKL PRKP-and then compared to the precomputed phonetic encodings of each the name in the index. Because the phonetic encodings computed for the user's query match those computed earlier in the index, the "Michael Procopio" index entry would be scored highly in this example. 
Querying the Index: An Example
Implementation Technologies
In addition to the three layers in the SAPLE architecture, Figure 4 also shows the associated technologies for each layer. In the presentation layer, a user uses a web browser, such as Google Chrome, Mozilla FireFox, or Microsoft Internet Explorer to view the main SAPLE search page. This is the user interface. The web page is programmed in HTML (HyperText Markup Language), which is created by a user interface designer. The designer also creates accompanying CSS, or cascading style sheets, which controls how the page appears in terms of layout, fonts, spacing, colors, and so on. The application developers add in JavaScript code, which enables certain rich user interactions in the presentation layer, for example, switching between views and handling other user input. Finally, all of this is rendered on the server side by Java Server Pages, or JSPs, which get compiled to Java servlets on the back end. These JSP pages are responsible for returning structured blocks of HTML code back to the user, and will vary depending on the user's query and other parameters. For example, the SAPLE JSP page will return HTML to render a "picture view" (with badge photos) or a tabular "list view," depending on the user preference. Browser cookies are used to store user preferences such as this in between browser sessions.
The application layer is written entirely in Java Enterprise, formerly known as J2EE. This is essentially the core SAPLE application, and it is hosted on a Java Enterprise application server. At Sandia, corporate resources provide and support the use of Oracle Corporation's Web Logic Server. The particular serverwhich at Sandia, is divided among development (webdev ), quality (webqual ), and production (webprod ) server instances, controls the execution of server side Java code associated with SAPLE. This includes the SAPLE Java code to create the internal personnel and organization indexes, the code needed for search query interpretation (see Section 3), as well as the search algorithms themselves.
Finally, in the data layer, Java modules known as Java Database Connectivity, or JDBC, components are called to execute stored procedures hosted on the database server. Here, Microsoft SQL Server is used, as this is a corporate-supported solution at Sandia; other database options, such as Oracle, are also available. The stored procedures are written in Microsoft's transact-SQL extended database query language. The stored procedures query the underlying data source very efficiently. Here, this data source is a view of selected personnel data for selected individuals, that is built nightly from the core Sandia personnel data repository, PeopleSoft. The stored procedures return a set of results, which are processed by the JDBC components, and returned to the application layer where they are transformed accordingly to form an index.
3 Search Query Interpretation SAPLE supports searching on a variety of fields; for example, searches can be performed by specifying not just name, but also organization, mailstop, building, employee type, etc. Moreover, compound searches can be performed, in which only personnel who match all specified query terms are returned (for example, "10221 lab staff").
In a traditional personnel search approach, multiple text boxes, one for each field, are presented to the user; the user must identify which fields and textboxes to place the various terms relevant to their search. This is shown below in Figure 6 . In contrast, search engines such as Google use the single search box approach; Figure 7 provides an example. Here, the actual search query text is procopio filetype:pdf site:sandia.gov; in fact, the real search query is "procopio," but additional search specifiers-in this case, file type and website-can also be provided. These field:value pairs are automatically identified and parsed from the query, and influence the operation of the search.
Like Google, SAPLE adopts the single search box approach described above. In this sense, SAPLE's single search box approach is not novel, nor is its use of key/value pairs. SAPLE's use of a single search box was a decision made in support of SAPLE's aim to make searching easier for the user, and has been generally well received. Nonetheless, some users may prefer the multiple-field method for searching, perhaps in part as it provides "prompts" for fields a user could search on. In this sense, a multiple-field search approach may allow for better discoverability of search features. SAPLE still allows this search method by use of its "Advanced Search" screen, shown in Figure 8 .
In SAPLE's single search box approach, the user's search query is intelligently interpreted in order to infer the query fields and their corresponding values. Achieving this in practice requires two capabilities. First, multiple field:value pairs must be parsed from the user's query string (for example, org:5527 type:staff-tech). The second capability is described below. 
Inference of Query Terms
The second capability needed to support a single search box approach is the inference of query terms. To illustrate, consider the Google search query described above. What if, instead, the search query were procopio pdf sandia.gov? In this case, it seems clear that the user had the same or similar intention as the search procopio filetype:pdf site:sandia.gov; it can be inferred that the user means to constrain the search to PDF files. It is less clear whether or not they mean to constrain their search to only PDF files hosted on the *.sandia.gov website, or if they are looking for PDF files that contain both procopio and sandia.gov. This is representative of the challenges and ambiguities that can occur when attempting to perform automatic inference on a single-box search query.
In SAPLE, where possible, field names are inferred if only corresponding values are provided; so 5527 staff-tech will be inferred as org:5527 type:staff-tech. This is one of SAPLE's most important features in support of efficient and accurate personnel searching. The aim is for the user to be able to specify whatever information they know about a person. As another example, if a Sandian met someone named Mike "Psomething" while walking to a meeting in Area 1, they could search Mike P tech staff TA1. Here, SAPLE would know that "tech staff" refers to an employee type, and "TA1" refers to a work area, and hence the interpreted query would be Mike P jobtitle:tech staff workarea:TA1. Figure 9 presents an example of SAPLE's automatic query interpretation. Here, the query M Proco 5527 845-9653 Employee 758 tech staff TA1 is automatically interpreted as M Proco org:5527 phone:845-9653 employeetype:Employee building:758 jobtitle:tech staff workarea:TA1. In a very important usability feature, SAPLE's interpretation of the user query is always rendered back to the user so that they may confirm the automatic interpretation or make adjustments accordingly. In this example, organization, phone number, employee type, building job title, and work area were all automatically parsed and interpreted, leaving the remaining query terms, "M Proco," for the actual name component of the search.
SAPLE is able to perform field name inference for many values through a careful partitioning of the input space. For example, numerical values of seven digits or larger is probably a phone number; three to six digits is (likely) an organization number. However, such a number could also be a building number of a mailstop number. Such collisions in the input (or search) space demonstrate how challenging it can be to reliably automatically interpret certain types of queries. 
Cautious Query Inference
To cope with the above challenge, we take a number of approaches. First, some fields are not automatically inferred; for example, mailstops are never inferred and so must be used with the mailstop: or ms: field name prefix. For the same reasons (potential collisions with buildings, orgs, etc.), Sandia IDs (or SNL IDs) are never inferred and so must always be prefixed with the field name (snlid:71569).
Sometimes, a potential collision is identified, but we can be reasonably sure of the user's intention. For example, the query 6710 probably refers to Organization 6710 (since, as shown in the analytics in Section 6.2, organization queries form a larger percentage of SAPLE searches than building queries). In this case, an actual search for org:6710 is inferred and performed, but the user is presented with an option to run their search as a building search, as shown in Figure 10 . This is a data-driven design decision.
The third primary mechanism for performing automatic query inference is to use an alias lookup table, which identifies certain search terms as values that can only be paired with a specific field. For example, when TA1 is encountered, it is natural to infer that the user means workarea:TA1. area 1 is similarly associated with the workarea prefix (field name), i.e., it is an alias for TA1. The same general example applies to job titles; the terms manager, mgr, and level 1 mgr can all be considered aliases and interpreted as jobtitle:manager. Table 2 provides an condensed example of the alias lookup table for the job title field.
Care must be taken so as to not automatically associate a legitimate query component for the name portion of a query with a value keyword. In the above situation, it seems unlikely that a user searching on manager would actually mean to search for someone named manager. (However, this query interpretation behavior can be overridden by specifying the name: prefix, i.e., name:manager, and people named "Mansker" and "Manzer" will show up.) This situation illustrates the fine line between maximizing automatic interpretation accuracy and convenience for the user, while not misinterpreting their intention. For example, for the Nevada Test Site, NTS would be a useful query that could reliably interpreted as worksite:nts and so it is considered an alias. On the other hand, using "Nevada" as an alias would be bad, since there are in fact staff at Sandia with that last name and somebody searching for "Ernie Nevada" would be surprised to get a listing of all staff at the Nevada Test Site instead! Figure 10 : Example of a "search space collision," in which a ambiguous value (not specifically associated with a field name), if the field name is inferred, could be associated with multiple fields. In this case, the user query 6710 could be in reference to both Building 6710, or Organization 6710, both of which are real entities. 
Implementation of Query Parsing
In implementation, SAPLE uses a sophisticated regular expression matching scheme, in which tokens of the query are matched to their most likely field names, with preference being given to longer string matches and certain hard-coded priorities where applicable. Such an approach makes case-insensitive and plural matching generally easier, and the matching itself is extremely reliable once the intricate regular expression patterns are designed and tested.
SAPLE also supports limited natural language search, by using a simple, naive scheme for selective removal of certain tokens. For example, a select list of verbs such as "show all," "search for," and "return" are pruned behind-the-scenes from the user's search. Similarly, quantifiers appearing after a verb such as "all" and "only" are removed, as are certain prepositions. The result allows for queries such as show all tech staff at snl/ca in center 8600 to be successfully evaluated, although log analysis shows that natural language queries are not common.
Scoring and Ranking Search Results
At the very core of SAPLE lies its ability to return a set of personnel results matching the user's query, with the constraint that the top-most results are the highest ranking, that is, best scoring. Implicit in this general approach is that each person in SAPLE's personnel index must be scored with respect to the user's query. The scores are sorted, with the resulting ranked list of results returned to the presentation layer for display to the user. This general approach is analogous in principle to that taken by other search engines.
SAPLE's scoring mechanism comprises two parts, and the exact scoring operation will depend on the nature of the search query. As discussed in Section 3, SAPLE handles compound queries, which can comprise both name tokens and filters. Name tokens refer to those search tokens (components of the search string) that are intended to match part of a name-first, last, nickname, etc. These tokens are used by the search algorithms (discussed below) to score matches in SAPLE's personnel index.
In contrast, a filter is designed to exclude certain results altogether. For example, in the query mike percoppia tech staff, "mike" and "percoppia" are name tokens, while "tech staff" is a filter that constraints the results to only those individuals whose employee type is STAFF-TECH. Other filters include organization filters (org:5527), building filters (building:758), mailstop filters (ms:0401), and so on.
In practice, filters are evaluated first, because they are computationally inexpensive to evaluate. (They prune the number of results that must next be considered by the more expensive approximate string matching algorithms.) Because SAPLE supports multiple filters, filters can be combined together in a LOGICAL AND operation such that results that do not match all specified filters (e.g., Filter A AND Filter B AND Filter C) will be excluded from the results.
After evaluating any filters, each of the remaining results is scored by SAPLE's search algorithms, using any name tokens provided in the search query. If there are no name tokens provided, for example, if the search query only consists of filters as would be the case for Division 5000 directors, then all of the results that do not get excluded by the filter will be returned, and will have equal score. By default, results with equal score will simply be returned in alphabetical order, last name first.
If one or more name tokens is provided, however, SAPLE will score each result in the personnel index (i.e., any ones not already excluded by filters) using a series of search algorithms described below.
SAPLE Fuzzy Search Algorithms
When performing approximate string matching, SAPLE adopts an ensemble approach, in which the similarity scores from multiple algorithms are considered. Further, some algorithms carry more weight than others, so the resulting combination of the various algorithms' scores is done in a weighted manner.
The algorithms used within SAPLE to score individual personnel index entries against the user query are presented below. These algorithms are divided into two general categories: String Similarity Algorithms, and Phonetic Algorithms. (See Section 1.2 for additional background on these algorithms.)
String-Similarity Algorithms
• Edit distance, see [2] ; also known as Levenshtein distance. This algorithm calculates the minimum number of replacements, substitutions, or deletions required to make two words exactly the same. This value is normalized by a hand-picked maximum value (here, 10), and finally is subtracted from 1 to arrive at the final score. Thus, scores will range on the interval [0, 1], with higher scores representing "closer" (more similar) words. As an example, the edit distance to go from "apple" to "ape" is two deletions. Here, the final similarity score will be 1 − (2/10) = 0.8, which is higher than the score for "apple" to "apricot" indicating that the former pair is more similar than the latter.
• Prefix. A simple, special-use algorithm that rates the length of the prefixes that two words have in common relative to the length of the shortest of the two words. This is accomplished by diving the length of the common prefix by the length of the shorter of the two words. For example, "catastrophe" and "cataclysm" have a common prefix of "cata" with length 4 out of a possible 9 because "cataclysm" has only 9 letters. The similarity score for these two words is thus 4/9.
• Containment. This is a simple, special-use algorithm that checks if the search term is contained in a name from the index. Being contained at the beginning of the word is preferred by being scored a 1 while being contained anywhere else is scored as 0.5. A lack of containment is given a zero. For example, the similarity score using containment of "dog" in "doghouse" will be scored a 1 while the containment of "house" in "doghouse" will only receive a 0.5. For certain cases, this behavior duplicates that of the Prefix algorithm described above. This illuminates the more general challenge of an ensemble-of-algorithms approach; some algorithms will yield similar results for certain cases, but different results in others, and can thus be said to overlap in some areas of input space.
Phonetic Algorithms
• Double Metaphone, see [13] . Calculates a phonetic encoding of two words according to the Metaphone algorithm, and checks if they are exactly the same. If so, the similarity score is 1; otherwise, it is scored as zero. Double Metaphone focuses mostly on consonant sounds, like many other phonetic encodings. This is based on the observation that as a group, vowel sounds are more easily confused for each other in conversation and especially across dialects. Moreover, vowels can have widely varying pronunciation depending on context ("said" and "bread", "said" and "wait"). Because of this, the Double Metaphone algorithm only considers the vowels that are the first character in the word and even then, all vowels receive the same encoding.
• NYSIIS, see [14] . The New York State Identification and Intelligence System phonetic code is a simpler encoding and with the same scoring strategy as Double Metaphone (score of 1 if encodings match exactly, score of 0 otherwise). A custom set of encodings is present; for example "ph" and "pf" both map to "ff' in the encoding string. The encodings are stored as 32-bit integers, which limits the length of the encoding and has the potential to destroy later evidence in the source words. This bias towards considering later characters less is present in other similarity algorithms, however.
• Phonix, see [6] . Phonix is similar encoding and scoring strategy to Double Metaphone and NYSIIS. Here, encodings are stored as 16-bit integers. The set of encodings shares similarities but also has differences from the other phonetic encoding methods above. For example, "b" and "p" are equated, as are "f" and "v." One can see how these consonant sounds could easily be confused in conversation, in particular with last names.
• EDITEX, see [19] . Editex is combination of both edit distance and phonetic similarity. As with the Levenshtein algorithm, a basic edit distance is computed, identifying the requires substitutions, deletions, and swaps required to transform one word to another. However, the costs (distances) incurred for deletions and replacements are no longer constant; instead, they are a function of the phonetic properties of the letters in question. For example, swapping "p" and "b" should incur lower cost than swapping "p" and "l" because the former is more phonetically similar.
Other algorithms considered, but not used Some algorithms were implemented for SAPLE and were, at one point in time, used within SAPLE. They have now been excluded due to one of three reasons. First, some algorithms give poor performance in terms of their impact on search quality (Soundex). Second, some algorithms were excluded because their output was very similar to that of another algorithm already being used (Longest Common Substring/Subsequence). Finally, some algorithms performed well, but their computational requirements were high, to the point of causing unacceptable latency (i.e., low response times) in returning search results (N -gram).
Combination of Algorithms
The algorithms are executed independently, with each returning a match score. The resulting scores given by the algorithm ensemble are combined on a per-word basis as a weighted average of all the algorithm scores. That is, each algorithm is associated with a weight, with final combination for a particular name part (first name, last name, nickname, etc.) being a linear combination of the algorithm's score and its associated weight. The composite score for the entire name is calculated as the product of the squares of the per-component scores. In this sense, the best score is a 1 (first/middle/last name having a combined algorithm score of 1, i.e., exact match), while the worst score is 0.
As of this writing, the algorithm weights have been hand-tuned by the developers after extensive testing and observation. Editex and Edit Distance (Levenshtein) receive the majority of the weight in the algorithm ensemble. The current weights are: Tables 3 and 4 provide specific examples for how scores are computed in the above weighted ensemble of algorithms. In Table 3 , consider a user's query for the last name "Tayler," which is a misspelling and no such last name exists in the Sandia personnel database. Phonetically, the user probably means "Taylor." On the other hand, the extra "a" could be a typographical error.
Examples of Algorithm Ensemble Combination
So, "Taylor" and "Tyler" then seem to be reasonable matches. The key question is: what should their relative ranking be in the search results? Relative rank is the key question that must be answered by any search engine. As described above, SAPLE takes the weighted linear combination of multiple algorithms, including both string-similarity algorithms and phonetic algorithms.
In Table 3 , the final score (represented as the sum of the weighted terms (the weighted combination) for "Tayler" vs. "Taylor" is shown as the left number in the last row (0.86). The score for "Taylor" vs. "Tyler" is shown as the right number (0.78). Because the score for "Tayler" vs. "Taylor" is higher than vs. "Tyler," the "Taylor" entry would be ranked higher. What accounts for the difference? Most of the algorithms rated these two candidate matches the same. However, "Taylor" was a closer match than "Tyler" for the Prefix algorithm, because the common prefix "Tayl" has 4 characters, normalized by a word length of 6, for a score of 0.67. This is in contrast to "Tyler," where the shared prefix "T" only has one character, normalized by 6, is 0.17.
Meanwhile, while both had the same Edit Distance score, Editex says the replacement of "e" with "o" to make "Tayler" be "Taylor" costs less than the deletion of "a" to make "Taylor" be "Tyler." With everything else a tie, "Taylor" has a higher score because of these two algorithms rating it slightly higher. Note that an interesting situation arises here; "Tyler" is both a last name and a first name. By convention, when there is a tie, precedence in the ranking is given to last name. Therefore, everything else being equal, "Tyler" will result in results with people with last name "Tyler" ranked higher than those with first name "Tyler."
Consider another example in Table 4 . Here, the user searches for the last name "Consillo," where perhaps they meant "Cancilla." Another reasonable match could be "Castillo." Here, "Cancilla" (final score of 0.58) will be ranked higher than Castillo (final score of 0.37). As above, the Edit Distance algorithm reports the exact same score, because in both cases, three letters must be replaced make "Consillo" match. However, the Editex algorithm's ability begins to show here. It treats a replacing vowels as less expensive than replacing most consonants. Replacing the "ons" in "Consillo" with "can" to make "Castillo" is more expensive, phonetically, than replacing two "o" characters in "Consillo" with "a," and one "s" character with "c," to make "Cancilla." This seems very intuitive.
The Double Metaphone algorithm also identifies the same phonetic encoding for "Consillo" and "Cancilla" (KNSL) but not for "Castillo" (KSTL). The same applies to the Phonix. Overall, in the final weighted combination (sum), "Cancilla" has a higher score and will be ranked higher than "Castillo." 
SAPLE Web Service
Across the laboratory, software developers have written a number of "home grown" personnel searches, each custom-developed for one particular web application. A more efficient and cost-effective approach would be to provide a centralized directory search service, implemented and made available as a web service for other applications to use. Then, the various personnel search components across Sandia could be consolidated. As a result, the software development and maintenance burden could be greatly reduced, while the user experience-the person using the directory component in the web application-would be more uniform.
Further, to the extent that the centralized directory web service provides a more effective or easier to use search capability, those benefits would accordingly be passed on to any client applications (both web and desktop applications) making use of the SAPLE search service. Finally, using a centralized search service with a single, clean interface encapsulates and hides a large amount of infrastructure complexity, freeing the application developers from having to do any personnel database queries, custom string parsing, and so on.
Web Service Interface and Specification
SAPLE was designed to act like such a service; in fact, it could be said that the SAPLE web application itself (at http://saple.sandia.gov) is just one example of many customized end-user applications making use of, or consuming, the services provided by the SAPLE search engine.
SAPLE's web services implementation is very simple, and is designed to allow very quick adoption with minimal overhead in a software engineering context. SAPLE adopts a RESTful web services approach, which does not expose a formal set of methods or RPC (remote procedure call) specification. Moreover, this approach does not require software overhead associated with more sophisticated web services implementations. Such implementations may expose a WSDL (Web Service Definition Language) file, and may require the use of SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) to transmit search queries and receive results.
In contrast, the SAPLE web service has a single URL-based specification to invoke a search: https://webprod.sandia.gov/SAPLE/search?query=<user's query here >. For example, one would use the URL https://webprod.sandia.gov/SAPLE/search?query=procopio 5527 to use the web service to search for staff members named "procopio" in Organization 5527. This in turn invokes the search servlet and the search otherwise follows the same execution path inside the application as a search submitted through the web interface (i.e., using the search.jsp file).
SAPLE returns search results in XML format. These results conform to a well defined specification, provided to the user as an XML Schema file. This file can be accessed by anyone, and the URL to the file is provided in the XML set of results returned in response to a query. The XML data returned is guaranteed to validate against the XML Schema. Software developers can then develop their applications against this specification. Figure 11 provides an example of the XML results as returned by the SAPLE web service, as well as a snapshot of the XML schema specification to which the results conform.
Access to the SAPLE web service must be done in an authenticated context. Application developers making use of the SAPLE web service are encouraged to create an entity account, which will be granted access to the SAPLE web service once that entity account is added to the wg-saple-entityacct metagroup. 
Example Client Application: Software Asset Management System (SAMS)
The first external application to use the SAPLE web service is the Software Asset Management System (SAMS) application, which provides real-time, fully automated software acquisition and installation at Sandia. SAMS provides software license tracking and an eCommerce-like online store, where customers acquire, install, uninstall, and transfer software. Sandia personnel play a prominent role in this application, because some software licenses are tracked at the individual level. Instead of custom-developing a one-off personnel lookup component from scratch, the SAMS application developers simply connected to the SAPLE Web Service.
All of the features of SAPLE-single-textbox query interpretation, inexact string matching, compound query searches, etc.-are fully available to the SAMS application user. The SAMS software developers use AJAX (asynchronous JavaScript and XML) to create a rich user experience, passing the user's query to the SAPLE service, parsing the returned XML result set, and dynamically presenting the results to the user in a drop down list. Figure 12 shows SAPLE in use by the SAMS application. Figure 12 : Screenshot of SAMS Application. In this scenario, the query org 10501 lab staff has been passed to the SAPLE web service via AJAX (JavaScript), and the XML result set returned by SAPLE has been parsed and presented to the user in a dropdown list.
6 Analytics and Usage Analysis SAPLE, by design, logs every search query performed in order to support extensive search analytics later on. Such analytics can provide useful insights into how SAPLE is being used, and drive priorities for future enhancement. For example, for the static analysis presented here, it was discovered that a small but significant percentage of SAPLE search queries failing-i.e., those queries returning zero results-were due to searches like mike 55 and 57 managers. Inspection shows that the user intended for the two-number search term to be interpreted as the Center, i.e., Center 5500 and Center 5700. A small change in the SAPLE program code was made and now the user is prompted with a "Did you mean: center 5700 managers" for a query such as 57 managers. Similar analysis yielded search quality improvements for queries containing three-digit organization numbers.
As described in the above scenario, log file analysis can be done on a one-time basis, but such analysis can also occur on an ongoing basis, dynamically and in real-time, in order to automatically tune the search system to yield increasing search quality over time. For example, the weights used in the linear weighting scheme for combining the ensemble of algorithm scores (Section 4.1) could be tuned over time, if it was found that one of the algorithms in the ensemble was more correlated with successful search. (This has been done manually by inspection in the past, but such hand-tuning can be fragile and time consuming.) Such dynamic or on-line tuning of the system is not currently in place, but could be an element of future work.
In order to quantify and characterize SAPLE usage patterns, an in-depth, one-time analysis was performed. The following sections present key results and statistics from logfile analytics performed on SAPLE query data during a sample period of 9/21/2009 to 12/4/2009.
General Usage and Load
One of the first questions that can be asked is, "how much is SAPLE used?" For the sample period (9/21/2009 to 12/4/2009), SAPLE was used to conduct 515,272 searches. Excluding the Thanksgiving holiday week, this represents an average weekly load of about 48,727 searches. On standard business days, SAPLE received about 10,687 queries per day on average during the sample period. On Fridays, as expected, the search load was about half that, 5,292. (This is because at Sandia, a large number of staff work a compressed work week in which every other Friday is taken off.) A chart showing the usage, broken out by day and grouped by week, is shown in Figure 13 . Figure 14 characterizes the search load for one day, Thursday, 12/3/2009. SAPLE begins to see searches around 6:00am, with the search load peaking between 9am and 10am, falling off slightly towards the middle of the day (presumably to staff's lunch period), resuming at slightly reduced rates in the afternoon, tapering off around 4pm, and finally reducing to very nominal levels after 6pm. The heaviest search load appears to be at a rate of approximately 1500 searches per hour, or about one search every two seconds. This corroborates estimated search loads from a survey of Sandia staff familiar with the legacy directory application, and is well within target search loads conducted in load testing of approximately 3,000 searches/hour. 
Search Query Type Breakdown
The breakdown of search queries processed by SAPLE during the sample period is given in Table 5 . Approximately half of the searches performed (49%) consist of a single token name search, for example, martinez or gardner. Half of the remaining searches (25% total) are organization searches, including Organization, Business Area, Center, and Division. 20% of the total searches are name searches involving two tokens (e.g., last name, first name). The remaining 5% of the searches include searches for building, phone number, mailstop, User ID, and related queries, as well as compound queries containing multiple query components (e.g., Mike center:5500. Table 5 . The data show that single-token name searches and organization-related searches form the majority of the queries processed by SAPLE.
Top 50 SAPLE Queries
The top 50 most frequent SAPLE queries are listed in Table 6 . These 50 distinct query terms represent approximately 5% of the total searches considered in the sample period, which is not particularly high; the query space handled by SAPLE is quite large. Nonetheless, looking at this data can provide some interesting insights into how SAPLE is used, which are confirmed in later analysis. Not surprisingly, the most common searches in SAPLE are single-token last name searches. Names that are more heavily represented in the Sandia population, such as martinez, chavez, and smith, generally receive proportionately higher search density.
Observation yields that searches on Center (e.g., 5400) are also very common, although this can be explained somewhat by considering there is a relatively small number of Centers at Sandia (approximately 50 to 60). A second factor that may contribute to this is the increased use of SAPLE to dynamically generate organization rosters; in multiple places throughout the labs, department homepages are linking to SAPLE to show listings at the Organization, Business area, and Center levels. Table 7 lists a random sample of 200 queries from the SAPLE logs during the sample period. This gives a representative snapshot of the sorts of things that SAPLE is used to search for, as well as a rough point estimate of the frequency of certain types of searches (this is characterized fully in later analysis). The data comprise a variety of search types, from single-token last name searches (both wildcarded and not), org searches, phone number lookups, User ID lookups, job title lookups, etc. Rarely, a non-personnel related query, such as "video services," shows up in the data; this indicates people, through one mechanism or another, are on occasionally using SAPLE to search for something it is not designed to search for. 
Random SAPLE Queries
Search Usage by User
During the sample period, SAPLE was used by 9,936 unique users, which represents the majority of the people with access to the search mechanism at the laboratory. The distribution of the searches was not uniform across users, as shown in Figure 16 . Some users had very heavy search loads (with six users with over a thousand searches during the sample period). Others had more moderate loads, with half the users represented in the population had 16 searches or less. Overall, the distribution exhibits an approximately logarithmic trend. User ID Number of Searches Table 8 presents a full breakdown of SAPLE usage by user type, i.e., job title. Table 17 presents a consolidated breakdown, with the resulting distribution charted in Figure 18 . Overall, SAPLE usage is distributed quite evenly across the various job titles across the laboratory. Management, technical staff, laboratory staff, and administrative staff are all well represented.
User Type Breakdown
A secondary analysis was performed in order to compare the distribution of SAPLE user types with the overall distribution of Sandia's general population. This analysis revealed that overall, Sandia technical staff (including technologists) used SAPLE commensurate with their representation in the general population. However, management, administrative staff, laboratory staff, and student interns all used SAPLE approximately three times more frequently than their proportion in the general population would predict. In contrast, contractors, including staff augmentation, used SAPLE less three times less frequently than their representation in the general population. Table 9 lists the breakdown of SAPLE search sources, that is, where the SAPLE query is initiated. Currently, the majority (69%) of SAPLE queries are initiated from Techweb (the search textbox in the upper-right hand corner of the Techweb page). About 24% of the searches came from the SAPLE search header, the search text box at the top of a SAPLE results page. Most of these are likely follow-up queries to the original query. About 2.5% of searches came from the "Advanced Search" page (see Figure 8) , with another 2.5% coming from the SAPLE homepage (http://saple.sandia.gov). About 1% of SAPLE searches were done from the search footer (the search text box at the bottom of a SAPLE search results page, suggesting that it could be eliminated with minimal impact while making the user interface a little neater. Another 1% of searches came from external applications; as of this writing, these are searches initiated from the SAMS application (see Section 5.2).
SAPLE Search Sources
SAPLE also tracks internal actions, which are not a user-typed query directly, but do represent a user action; the bottom half of Table 9 provides the breakdown. There are a number of important inferences from this data. First, users frequently click on the "Org Roster" listing for a specific entry. So if they were searching for Joe Smith, about 10% of the time, they want see the other members of Joe's organization. This is an important finding.
The Manager Lookup function was also clicked frequently; this may be used less frequently with the recent changes of showing the Manager of Record and Secretary of Record at the top of an organization listing page (see Figure 2b) . Another key finding here is that the "Next" link-which advances to the next page of results-is clicked extremely infrequently, less than 0.1% of the time. This is strong evidence that the majority of the time, the user has found who they are looking for on the first page. A counter argument to this claim, however, could be that the high number of Search Header searches indicate that some percentage of the time, users are submitting revised queries directly from a results page.
Finally, the "Show all" function is almost never clicked. If it is useful, it probably is not very discoverable. Regardless, it could probably be safely eliminated with minimal user impact. 
SAPLE Computational Performance
Some of the search algorithms used by SAPLE (described in Section 4) are very computationally intensive. Moreover, for each query, there are a large number of comparisons that must be done (approximately 20,000 personnel entries in the search index), while the search load placed on the SAPLE application by users is considerable (up to one search a second during peak times). Because the application must be responsive to the user-the target metric is for results to be returned within two seconds, 80% of the time-heavy emphasis has been placed on algorithm optimization.
The following analysis considers the computation time that SAPLE spends on the algorithmic scoring portion of the query. (SAPLE times each search and logs the elapsed time along with other query information.) These times will be exclusive of other overhead associated with SAPLE, for example, the time required to render the JSP search page and to transmit the resulting HTML back to the user's web browser. Table 10 presents the computation time of various types of queries; the times are plotted in Figure 19 . All searches have an average search time of less than 0.2s, which is excellent. Single-token name searches involving wildcards are fastest; wildcards, by definition, imply an exact match and therefore the computationally intensive fuzzy-matching algorithms are not invoked for queries containing wildcards. Filter searches (see Section 3) are also very fast, because filters such as org:, building:, userid, and similar require exact matching. Phone number searches are somewhat slower, because one phone number must be compared with multiple phone number fields, for example, office, fax, pager, and mobile.
The non-wildcarded name searches take the longest; these require the invocation of SAPLE's inexact (fuzzy) string matching algorithms. An important distinction arises when considering those queries with commas, versus those without. Queries in which a user specifies a comma occur almost four times as often as those without a comma, most likely due to many years' worth of the Legacy Directory application requiring queries to be in this format. When a user inputs a two-token name search with a comma, SAPLE assumes they are signalling that the first token corresponds to the last name, and the second token, the first name (i.e., last name, first name format). In other words, the user is specifying the order. Therefore, when scoring, each token needs to only be compared with the corresponding first name or last name as stored in the index; this is very efficient.
In contrast, when the user does not specify a comma, the order is unspecified. The two tokens could either be in last name first name or first name last name formats. In this case, twice as many comparisons need to be performed, because it is not clear which of the two search tokens match up to which of the first/last names in SAPLE's personnel index. The reality is a bit more complicated, since middle names and nicknames are also considered, but the principle is still valid. One result from this analysis that merits further study concerns the single-token name search without wildcards. Because this involves fewer comparisons overall, its algorithmic execution time should be faster, but instead, it is slower than the other types searches. This will be investigated. Figure 20 shows the distribution of SAPLE search times for the sample period. The slowest 1% of the queries were disregarded as outliers (server error, network anomaly, unexpectedly high server load, etc.). The distribution exhibits trimodality, which is correlated with the count (frequency) and associated computation time data presented in Table 10 . There is strong peak around 100ms, corresponding to the second-and third-most frequent types of searches, org and two-token-with-comma name search (98ms and 108ms mean search computation time, respectively). A broader peak occurs around 180ms, corresponding to the most frequent type of search, the single-token name a search. Finally, a small peak is present around 45ms, corresponding to a single-token name search using wildcards.
Overall, the vast majority of searches performed by SAPLE during the sample period require less than 0.25s of computation time. This result, which is characterized as excellent performance, is due to index-based approach taken by SAPLE in its architecture, as well as the extensive optimization of search and scoring algorithm implementations within SAPLE. 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we presented the Sandia Advanced Personnel Locator Engine (SAPLE) web application, a directory application for use by Sandia National Laboratories personnel. Its purpose is to return Sandia personnel "results" as a function of user search queries. SAPLE's mission is to make it easier and faster to find people at Sandia. To accomplish this, SAPLE breaks from more traditional directory application approaches by aiming to return the correct set of results while placing very minimal constraints on a user's query.
Two key features form the core of SAPLE: advanced search query interpretation and inexact string matching. The former feature permits the user to make advanced, compound queries by typing into a single search field. Where able, SAPLE infers the type of field that the user intends, for example, 758 refers to a building, while 5527 refers to an organization. The second feature, inexact string matching, allows SAPLE to return a high quality ranking of personnel results that, while not being exact matches to the user's query, will be close.
SAPLE also exposes a simple-to-use web service, permitting external applications to leverage SAPLE's search engine with a minimal amount of overhead. All of SAPLE's benefits-query interpretation, high quality search results-are immediately realized by the consumers of SAPLE's web service. Meanwhile, application developers are shielded from the complexities of having to develop and maintain a one-off custom search component, including interfacing to Sandia's proprietary personnel databases, parsing user input, etc. The SAMS application, Sandia's first external application to use the SAPLE web service, was described. This paper also presented an extensive characterization of SAPLE usage for an 11-week sample period. Key results from this analysis showed that SAPLE usage was widely distributed over job titles across the laboratory; SAPLE handles approximately 10,000 queries per day, and this search load is generally evenly distributed throughout business hours; most searches are either single-token name searches or organization searches; and SAPLE is able to perform the vast majority using less than 0.25s of compute time.
Future Work
Future work for SAPLE will focus on three key areas. First, the user interface will continue to improve, incorporating higher and higher degrees of rich-client user interface components implemented using AJAX. This will include integration with Sandia's forthcoming web-based mapping capability. Second, additional effort will be spent improving SAPLE's approximate string matching algorithms, to further improve search quality. For example, specific phonetic encodings will be developed to achieve higher search quality when searching for Spanish-language names (see discussion in Section 1.2). Another option for improved search quality involves using the updated Metaphone 3 algorithm. Also, the discussion in Section 4.3 suggests a high degree of overlap between the Editex and the Edit Distance (Levenshtein) algorithms. One of these could be removed in order to make SAPLE more computationally efficient, improving latency for the end user while incurring a minimal or negligible impact in search quality.
Meanwhile, the same principles used by the Editex algorithm to compute string similarity could also be applied to better cope with mechanical or typographical errors. In this case, the cost of replacing "d" with "s" is low because they are adjacent on the keyboard. Such algorithms are known and in common use. For example, Apple's iPhone automatically corrects typing based on an Editex-like algorithm with replacement costs based on keyboard letter proximity. Third, advanced scoring and ranking methods that consider patterns in the logged query data, many of which are off-the-shelf algorithms, could be employed to automatically improve the quality of SAPLE's search results over time. Related to this, principled metrics such as precision and recall, in particular the former, have been used to evaluate search engine performance in the informational retrieval domain. These could be used to more rigorously quantify the overall quality of the SAPLE search results.
Finally, the benefits of consolidating the many one-off custom personnel search modules deployed in web applications across the laboratory is clear. Future applications requiring a personnel search component should rely on SAPLE's web service component exclusively, while existing applications could be converted to use the centralized SAPLE search service with a minimum of effort. Consolidating personnel search will not only be cost-effective, but the resulting user experience consistency and high-quality search results from a SAPLE-branded search will improve the user experience across the laboratory, allowing personnel searches to be easier and more efficient wherever they are done.
